The Teacher Pleaser

The ‘Teacher Pleaser’ machine
Do you suffer from a grumpy teacher? If so, then use the ‘Teacher-Pleaser’
machine and soon your teacher will become the jolliest person in school. How
does the machine work?
■ To start the machine running, you have to wind up the clockwork handle. This
provides enough energy to turn the large wheel which causes the apple
dispenser to work. As the wheel spins, this also causes the tea mug to heat up so
that a fresh, warm cup of tea can be served. When your teacher receives a
lovely cup of tea and an apple, she will feel in a good mood instantly.
■ If the wheel begins to slow down, you must turn the handle again. As a result,
the clockwork machinery will speed up the wheel. This means that you can turn

on one of the best features of the ‘Teacher-Pleaser’. Press the red button on
the top of the machine. This will result in starting up the pencil-sharpener.
Therefore in 30 seconds you can sharpen every pencil!
■ Furthermore, if you press the green button then a spinning brush appears
which will sweep up and recycle any pieces of paper so that your class can be
clean and tidy. The ‘Teacher-Pleaser’ also writes notes saying, “You are the best
teacher in the world”. Finally, there is an in-built calendar which alerts you to
your teacher’s birthday so that you can remember to buy a present. Use one of
these amazing machines because it will keep your teacher happy. Therefore your
school life will be a breeze!

What an amazing machine!

What machine would you invent if you could?

Today we would like you to think about a machine to solve one of your problems –
Perhaps you would like a machine to tidy your bedroom, or one to bring you
snacks whenever you wanted? Or even one to keep your little sister busy so you
can play your games?

The choice is yours – draw a diagram and add labels to show what features your
invention has – don’t forget – we would love to see some of these to add to our
website

Happy inventing!

